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ABSTRACT Recently, a cellular automata learning and prediction (CALP) model was proposed that
considered images as living cells and used cellular automata to evolve and synthetically augment handwritten
data. In this paper, another data augmentation method is proposed inspired by the flocking pattern of birds.
It is proposed that any image sample in a handwritten data set can be represented as an assembly of birds. Each
bird is specifically located at a point or pixel to collectively form an image. Using a well-defined flocking
mechanism, the new positions for these birds can be calculated. Each snapshot of the new position can be
considered as a new version of the original image, thus generating more data. The best flocking pattern is
determined using biologically-inspired genetic algorithms. The quality of the synthetic data is demonstrated
by using it in a handwritten pattern recognition system. For this purpose, the CALP framework is used with
fewmodifications. It is shown that using the new data alongwith the original data to train classifiers improves
the accuracy of classifiers than when they are trained using only the original data. Following the same test bed
as CALP, 25 different data sets and classifier pairs were used for experimentation. The experimental results
show that by also using the data set generated through flocking, the performance of the base classifiers is
significantly improved even when smaller training data is used. We also compare the performance of the
proposed technique with other state-of-the-art oversampling methods.

INDEX TERMS Data augmentation, flocking, genetic algorithm, handwritten pattern recognition,
oversampling techniques, CALP, ensemble methods.

I. INTRODUCTION
Nature has always been a great source of inspiration for
technological advancements. Researchers have found ways
to use nature-inspired techniques in various domains, such
as optimization, machine learning, robotics, and computer
vision. This paper presents a nature-inspired augmentation
technique to improve the performance of machine learning
models for handwritten pattern recognition.

The success of machine learning models depends on the
quality and quantity of the data used for training. The avail-
ability of large amounts of labeled data allows the models
to generalize better. However, collecting and labeling data
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can be expensive and time-consuming. To address this issue,
researchers have explored ways to augment the existing data
to improve the performance of machine learning models. One
promising approach is to use nature-inspired augmentation
techniques. In this study, we focus on one such technique that
uses the flocking pattern of birds.

In everyday use, flocking means to move together in
the form of a crowd. This can apply to birds, fishes, and
even bacteria. However, in a more technical sense, it refers
to the process in which independent multi-agents arrange
themselves into an ordered motion based on some rules and
environmental variables. [1]

Flocking is now one of the basic collective responses of
multi-agent systems. It has shown its effectiveness in dif-
ferent areas of computer science, engineering, finance, and
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biology. It has been used to develop simulations of land
combat for marine corps [2], to control the formation and
movement of robots [3], space flight and unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAV) [4] and to stabilize relative equilibria in mov-
ing steered particles [5]. It has also been used in the dynamic
functional model of the human brain [6] and to model the
volatility of financial markets and assets [7].

In this paper, we propose a nature-inspired data augmen-
tation technique. First, we consider that in any image sample
taken from a handwritten data set, the black pixels represent
an assembly of birds and it shows their initial position. Then
using a well-defined flocking mechanism, the new positions
for these birds can be calculated. Each snapshot of the new
position can be considered as a new augmented version of
the original image. These new versions of the data set are
referred to as flocked versions. Synthetic data set generation
is used firstly to balance imbalanced data sets and secondly,
to increase the size of the training data [8], [9], [10], [11].
Data generation is primarily of interest in situations where
there is a need for a large amount of training data, such as in
deep learning. Recent studies in image prediction and clas-
sification use rotation, zoom range, width shift, height shift,
shear range, and horizontal flip, etc., for the augmentation of
the datasets. These techniques are too simple, and there is a
need to explore techniques that are nature-inspired.

Finally, this synthetic data generation technique is com-
pared with other state-of-the-art over-sampling methods
such as cellular automata learning and prediction model
(CALP) [12], synthetic minority oversampling technique
(SMOTE) [13] and its variations, ADASYN [14] and boot-
strapping [15]. The comparison is done by also including the
over-sampled data to train classifiers and then using unseen
data to record the performance of the classifiers. To generate,
train and test, the CALP [12] framework is used. CALP
is basically a meta-ensemble that trains each independent
classifier on different versions of the data and then combines
them to form an ensemble.

Ensembles have been used extensively in classification
and recognition systems. Some examples include handwrit-
ten digits recognition [16], pattern recognition [17], brain
state recognition using fmri [18], semantic segmentation [19],
early-stage diabetes prediction [20] and face recognition [21]
and have application ranging from medical data [22] to
crude oil price prediction [23]. CALP originally generates
data by evolution through cellular automata. For experi-
mentation, this data generation module is replaced by the
proposed technique that uses flocking instead. Birds can flock
in numerous ways depending on, for example, their initial
direction. By changing the initial direction, different flock
sequences can be generated. These sequences represent a
flocked version of the same data set.

In this paper, we propose a data augmentation technique
using flocking. The aim of this paper is four folds. First,
to show that flocking data sets add more variations to the data
set leading to improved training. Second, to show how various
flocked versions of the data can be plugged into the CALP

framework to form an ensemble. Third, to demonstrate that
generating data using flocking can result in better classifiers
than data generated using other over-sampling methods such
as SMOTE, ADASYN etc. Finally, it is illustrated that when
the training data is small and it is over-sampled using the
proposed technique, the performance of classifiers improves
significantly.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• The only study that uses the flocking patterns of birds to
generate or augment data.

• Validate by experiments that this technique is better than
other state-of-the-art synthetic data generation/over-
sampling techniques

• Use of genetic algorithms to generate the direction set
• Demonstrate how the previously proposed, biologically-
inspired CALP model can be adapted for other
nature-inspired phenomena (such as flocking patterns of
birds).

• Finally, propose another model for handwritten pattern
recognition (with CALP as a base study)

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides a brief background on flocking. Section III presents
the details and design of our model. Section IV highlights the
results and discussion. The conclusion follows in section V.

II. BACKGROUND
In this paper we use flocking in the everyday sense, i.e.,
to move together in the form of a crowd. This can apply to
birds, fishes and even bacteria. So, in this section, we examine
various flocking models that are derived from this sense.

The earliest work and probably the first on modeling the
movement of birds i.e. bird flocking was presented by [24].
The model takes in two input parameters: flock count and a
constant for speed. The paper highlights that any movement
of birds in the form of a group generally contains three
aspects:

• Alignment: bird changing direction
• Separation: avoiding collision
• Cohesion: moving towards or joining other birds
The block diagram for the bird flocking mechanism is

given in Figure 1. Interestingly, this paper forms the basis
for the rest of the papers on flocking. The models presented
afterwardmainly cover one ormore of these 4 aspects namely,
alignment, separation, cohesion and speed. For example, the
idea of dynamic speed instead of being a constant for all birds
is given in [25]. The speed depends on the density of birds in
the neighborhood.

Similarly, [1] presents a new model for alignment, i.e.,
changing the direction of birds. In this paper, different
weights such as distance-dependent communication, spatial,
heading-angle diameters and communication are used to
update the direction of a bird.

Degond and Motsch [26] present yet another model for
fish flocking. They propose a different approach for collision
and alignment. They present a conservation equation to deter-
mine the density of fish and then use it to update alignment.
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FIGURE 1. Block diagram for bird flocking algorithm.

They also propose a dynamic velocity-update mechanism.
Similarly, [27] also discusses and presents a new algorithm
for all three aspects but it focuses on individual displacement
and movement of a fish or a bird instead of a flock.

In this paper, we use the flocking model given by [24]
because of its simplicity and originality. As mentioned earlier
every bird in this model always moves at a constant speed.
Wemade twomodifications to the flocking algorithm. Firstly,
in the original algorithm, the birds are spawned at random
locations. This was modified such that the number of birds
and their spawning would be according to the handwritten
image. Secondly, every bird is assigned a direction randomly.
The algorithm was modified to accept a direction parameter
given by coordinate (r, c). The direction for all birds was
initialized in such a way that they would all point towards
the coordinate (r, c).

Figure 2 shows the flocking algorithm proposed by [24] in
action with the two modification mention above. The demon-
stration is given on the image of the handwritten Roman
digit ‘3’. In the figure, the original image and its next three
generations are shown for two different input directions.

A. FLOCKING AND SYNTHETIC DATA GENERATION
No significant work has been done that combines flocking
with either over-sampling or even pattern recognition. How-
ever, related areas involving pattern recognition include evo-
lutionary algorithms [28], particle swarm optimization [29],
[30], and biologically inspired models [12], [31]. Having said
that, the way how flocking has been used in this paper is
novel.

B. CALP FRAMEWORK
In this paper, we propose a data augmentation technique that
is based on the bird flocking. To evaluate this technique,
we use the cellular automata learning and prediction (CALP)
framework. This model is briefly discussed next.

CALP [12] is also a data oversampling and ensemble
technique that is based on cellular automata (CA). Cellular
automata consists of an array of alive and dead cells, and a
set of rules. These rules decides the fate of each cells in the
array in subsequent generations resulting in modified arrays
that can be considered as augmented data. So, in short, CALP
augments data by evolution through cellular automata that is
based on a set of rules called ruleset . Integration of CA into
classical machine and deep learning models is fairly newwith
limited studies such as [31] and [32].

CALP contains three main modules [12]. Firstly, a trainer
that contains an ensemble of n classifiers. Each classifier has
a rule ri associated with it. The training data is considered
an array of alive or dead cells, where the black pixels of the
images are considered alive. The training data is ‘evolved’
using the rule ri to create an evolved version of the data that is
then fed to the ith classifier that produces a trained model mi.
Since there are n (r1 . . . rn) rules, they are collectively referred
to as a ruleset .

Secondly, CALP has a predictor that also has n sub-
predictors each of which has the exact same rule ri associated
with them as there were in the training phase. The unseen
sample is separately evolved using the rule ri and passed on
to the ith predictor that contains the corresponding trained
model mi. Each predictor determines the class of the unseen
data and uses the majority vote to decide the final label.

Thirdly, CALP has a rule set selection module that deter-
mines the ruleset consisting of specifically n rules, one for
each classifier/sub-predictor. The rules determine how the
data would evolve. These three modules collectively enable
CALP to not only generate or augment data in the best pos-
sible way using biologically-inspired process of evolution,
but also provides an ensemble framework with training and
prediction components.
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FIGURE 2. Flocking in Action: the original images ( 20 × 20 ) are on the left, followed by their next three generations. In (a),
the input direction coordinate is (20,20) so the movement of all the birds is towards the bottom right whereas in (b) the
movement is towards the center as the direction coordinate is set to (10,10).

In this paper, we augment data using bird flocking and
update the CALP model accordingly. This and any other
modification made to CALP are discussed in the next section.

III. FLOCKING FOR DATA GENERATION
Handwritten text is not consistent. Even if we ignore the
digitization and scanning phase, it is different right from
the generation process. So to develop recognition system
for handwritten text, machine learning tools and techniques
become necessary. It has been shown that variation in hand-
writing can be modeled using various biologically inspired
phenomenon such as [12] and [31]. We therefore use
bird flocking patterns and movements to generate different
variations of the data.

A. HANDWRITTEN DATA, BIRDS AND FLOCKING
Every handwritten pattern is considered as an arrangement
of birds. A bird is a pixel within an image that is ‘on’ or
black. The on-pixel indicates the presence, while the off-pixel
indicates the absence of a bird. Flocking in this context is the
process of moving all the birds in a handwritten image to a
new position thus generating a new version of the image. The
direction in which the birds canmove or flock is controlled by
a parameter (r, c) representing a coordinate. Thus, the ’flock‘

FIGURE 3. The flock function that takes in a data set and the coordinates
(r,c) that represent the flock direction and outputs the immediate next
state of the birds.

function takes in three inputs namely, the data set D, r and c,
and outputs the next immediate state which is the synthetic or
flocked version Df of the dataset D as shown in Figure 3.
The value of (-1,-1) can also be passed this function. This

value forces the ‘flock’ function to return the original, unal-
tered image. An image can be flocked in row × col number
of ways where row and col are the dimensions of the binary
image.

B. MODIFICATIONS IN CALP FRAMEWORK
Some modifications to the CALP framework have been pro-
posed in this section. Once the flock function is in place, the
flock function replaces the evolve function. This modification
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FIGURE 4. The evolve function in CALP is replaced with the Flock function.

FIGURE 5. The evolve function in CALP is replaced with the Flock function.

is depicted in Figure 4. Instead of a rule r , the flock function
takes the coordinates of the flocking direction. The resulting
framework is called FLOCK-CALP.

The evolve function takes in a CALP rule whereas the
flock function takes in flock direction. This leads to the
second modification. CALP has a set of rules {r1, r2, . . . rn}
called ruleset where ri specifies how the data is evolved for
classifier i in the ensemble. Instead of the ruleset , we require
a flock direction-set δ = {(r1, c1), (r2, c2) . . . (rn, cn)}. Here
(ri, ci) specifies the direction in which the data will flock
for classifier i in the ensemble. For clarity, if δ =

{(r1, c1), (r2, c2), (r3, c3), (r4, c5), (r5, c5)} then an ensemble

of 5 classifiers would be built. The data set D is flocked
using parameters (r1, c1) and then given as input to the first
classifier and so on.

The flock direction-set δ or the ruleset used originally
in CALP, specifies the configuration of the ensemble in
terms of howmany classifiers would an ensemble encompass.
In CALP, this is calculated by the ‘ruleset selection mod-
ule’. The ruleset is calculated using a systematic approach
where all possible combinations of rules are considered, and
the ones that contribute towards high classification accuracy
are selected. So, thirdly, a new flock direction-set selection
algorithm is proposed.
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TABLE 1. The derived rule set for each data set using 5 different
classifiers.

The direction-set δ is generated using genetic algorithms.
A chromosome represents a potential δ. We set the default
size of the chromosome to 5 genes and each gene represents
a flock direction. Thus the chromosome represent a set of
flock directions and one of them will eventually be selected
to form δ. The population size is set to 10. Note that the
default size of the ensemble will also 5 due to 5 genes in
a chromosome, but the value can be changed. There is a
different δ for every data set D and classifier C pair.
The block diagram for calculating the fitness function of

a chromosome is given in Figure 5. When calculating the fit-
ness, only 5% of the data set is used, which is further split into
train (D_Training) and test (D_Test) set. The training data is
first flocked separately using the flock function for each gene
in the chromosome. Each flocked version is then fed to its
classifier Ci for training, resulting in trained model mi. Then
(D_Test) is passed to its sub-predictor Pi, to determine the
class of the test samples. The class of all 5 sub-predictor is
passed to the majority function that decides the final label
for all samples in (D_Test). Finally, the performance of the
complete ensemble is measured. The performance of the
model is obtained in terms of balanced error rate or BER
using k-fold cross validation. The chromosomes that produce
a low BER are considered as fit and are selected for the next
generation.

These fitter chromosomes go through the usual genetic
algorithm operators, crossover and mutation, to generate
more samples which are then checked for fitness. This pro-
cess continues as long as fitter members become part of the
populations. When this is not the case, iterations stop and the
fittest chromosome is selected as δ.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
FLOCK-CALP is a model to which any classifier can be
plugged-in. So to test the model we used 5 different classi-
fiers - convolutional neural networks (CNN), neural network
(NN), logistic regression (LR), Zarbi [33] and decision trees
(DT). The CNN had 2 convolution-pooling layer pairs. The
layers had 20 and 50 features maps of size 5×5. The pool size
was 2× 2 each. MATLAB’s patternet was used as NN classi-
fier while MATLAB’s fitctree package was used for decision
trees. The exact same experimental setup of [12] is replicated
- with the same classifiers with the exact same settings. Also,
the exact same data sets are used except for the synthetic data
set against which we used the music accidentals data set.

Five data sets were used to evaluate the performance of
FLOCK-CALP based on Flocking. Each data set is discussed
briefly.

1) Music Clef Symbols: Clef symbols are used to indicate
the pitch. This data set has 2128 samples. All samples
were normalized to 900 features. The class size is 3.
The data set was taken from CVC Music symbols
database [34].

2) Handwritten Roman Digits: The Roman digits data
set is taken from MNIST [35]. This data set has
60000 samples. All samples were normalized to
400 features. The class size is 10.

3) Bangla Handwritten Digits: Bangla data set has
19392 samples. All samples were normalized to
900 features. The class size is 10. The data set was taken
from ISI character databases [36] and [37].

4) Devanagari Handwritten Digits: Devanagari data set
has 18780 samples. All samples were normalized to
900 features. The class size is 10. The data set was taken
from ISI character databases [36] and [37].

5) Music Accidentals Symbols: Music accidentals are
notes of a pitch. This data set has 1964 samples. All
samples were normalized to 900 features. The class size
is 4. The data set was taken from CVC Music symbols
database [34].

A. RULE SET
The direction set δ calculated using genetic algorithm is given
in table 1. The δ is calculated for all data set-classifier pairs.
The δ is a very important parameter for the flock learning and
prediction model.

From table 1 it can be seen that all the direction sets are
different. This is expected since the working of each classifier
and the structure of each handwritten data set are different.
However, some interesting similarities exist. In the case of
the Devanagari data set, the flock direction (28,3) is selected
for all classifiers. The effect of this particular flock direction
is that it tends to make the image more compact and dense.

From the table 1 it can also been seen that the direction
(−1, −1) is not selected. This particular directional value is
used to prevent any flocking and to retain original images.
The purpose of these directional values is to allow the possi-
bility of including un-flocked data sets in the training phase
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TABLE 2. Comparison of various classifiers with FLOCK-CALP. The recorded values represent the mean and standard deviation of BER.

TABLE 3. Mean and standard deviation (shown in subscript form) of BER using varying sizes of training data. The best results are in bold.

since the flock function with direction value (−1, −1) does
not modify or ‘flock’ the data set. This also illustrates the
significance of the ‘flocking’ process, i.e., training on flocked
data produces better results than the one that is not.

B. RESULTS OF FLOCK-CALP USING RULE SET δ

Table 2 compares the performance of some well-known clas-
sifiers with FLOCK-CALP. As mentioned earlier, five classi-
fiers and five handwritten data sets are used. The performance
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TABLE 4. Performance of FLOCK-CALP compared with other ensemble techniques. The performance is recorded in terms of the mean and standard
deviation of the balanced error rate.

is calculated using 4-folds cross validation method and
recorded in terms of BER. From the table 2 it can be seen that
FLOCK-CALP has significantly improved the classification
accuracy in all cases. This clearly illustrates that flocking the
data sets in different directions, and then using them in an
ensemble enables the ensemble to train on various alterations
of the data which in turn leads to significantly better accuracy.

C. PERFORMANCE OF FLOCK-CALP ON SMALLER
TRAINING DATA
FLOCK-CALP flocks data in different directions to gen-
erate more data. Then this data is used in parallel, in the
form of an ensemble for training. This raises an interesting
research direction: can FLOCK-CALP perform well even
when trained using fewer training examples? Therefore,
in this subsection we compare different classifiers trained on
smaller and larger training data with FLOCK-CALP trained
on smaller training data. We also use oversampling tech-
niques to generate more data and compare the performance
of base classifiers trained on this data with FLOCK-CALP.
Table 3 compares the performance of various classifiers with
FLOCK-CALP on different sizes of training data. Again,
the performance is calculated using 4-folds cross validation
method and recorded in terms of BER.
In table 3, column 3 and 4 show the BER of single classi-

fiers trained on 75% and 25% of the data set respectively.
Column 5-8 specify the BER when 25% of the original
data plus the same size of data generated using other over-
sampling techniques was used for training. Column 9 and
10 records the performance of CALP and our proposed
FLOCK-CALP model trained on 25% of the data set. CALP
is considered here because our model is very similar to it.
One major difference between the two is that CALP uses
cellular automata to evolve data whereas we use the notion of
flocking.

From the table, it can be seen that FLOCK-CALP trained
on only 25% of the data set performs better than a single
classifier trained on 25%, 75%, and oversampled data sets
in almost all cases (21 out of 25). FLOCK-CALP also per-
forms better than CALP on smaller training data. This result
is significant, especially in the case of classifiers such as
convolutional neural networks that require huge amounts of
training data. Using FLOCK-CALP such a classifier can be
made to perform better on fewer training examples. This
can also be useful in situations where data generation is
expensive.

D. PERFORMANCE OF OTHER ENSEMBLE METHODS
WITH FLOCK-CALP
In this subsection, the FLOCK-CALPwhich is also an ensem-
ble is compared to other state-of-the-art ensembles such as
CALP, bagging, Adaboost and random forest. Bagging or
bootstrap aggregation involves generating a subset of the
dataset for training by random sampling of data with replace-
ment. Adaboost employs boosting where the mis-classified
samples in the training data are again selected in the next
iterations. Random forest is also a bagging technique but use
the decision trees as base classifiers.

The purpose of comparing ensembles is to illustrate that
the proposed flocking-based, augmentation-driven ensemble
also performs better than other ensembles. The classifier
used within all the ensemble techniques is decision trees.
Table 4 shows the classification performance of all data sets
in terms of mean and standard deviation of the BER using
various ensemble techniques such as CALP, bagging, random
forest, etc.

From the table, it can be seen that besides the music
clefs data set, FLP performs better than all state-of-the-art
ensemble techniques on all other data sets.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION
In this paper, we propose a nature-inspired data augmentation
technique. First, we consider that in any image sample taken
from a handwritten data set the black pixels represent an
assembly of birds and it shows their initial position. Then
using a well-defined flocking mechanism, the new positions
for these birds can be calculated. Each snapshot of the new
position can be considered as a new augmented version
of the original image. These new versions of the data set
are referred to as flocked versions. We also show how the
fascinating flocking movements of birds to generate more
data can be fused with classification algorithms to develop
another pattern recognition technique. We demonstrate our
proposedmethod using 5 handwritten data sets and 5 different
classifiers. The following conclusions are drawn from the
experiments:

• FLOCK-CALP based on Flocking performs better than
the conventional classifiers.

• FLOCK-CALP based on Flocking requires a small-sized
training data to perform better than a single classifier
trained on larger data,
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• FLOCK-CALP based on Flocking also performs better
than the other ensemble methods such as CALP, bagging
and random forest.

For future work it would be worth looking into other direc-
tion set δ generation methods besides genetic algorithms.
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